Whereas:

UNC Charlotte’s first football season has begun with considerable success following several years of careful and thoughtful planning; and

Whereas:

The introduction of football to our campus has generated considerable enthusiasm and has added an important component of distinction to our university; and

Whereas:

Every aspect of this new element of our university’s identity, from the magnificent new stadium facility to the activities surrounding the first home games, has been meticulously planned and executed, reflecting favorably upon our students, faculty and staff; and

Whereas:

Athletic Director Judy Rose and Coach Brad Lambert have worked tirelessly to ensure the success of this enterprise; and

Whereas:

AD Rose and Coach Lambert and their respective staffs continue to promote, uphold and demand the highest standards of performance for our scholar-athletes, and this high standard is, in turn, reflected through frequent formal recognition based upon numerous NCAA measures; therefore

Be it resolved:

That the faculty of UNC Charlotte highly commends AD Rose and Coach Lambert for the contributions they have made and continue to make toward UNC Charlotte’s reputation as an excellent institution of higher education; and further

Be it resolved:

That the faculty of UNC Charlotte expresses its gratitude to AD Rose and Coach Lambert for their commitment to community engagement, to our students’ personal and professional development, and to UNC Charlotte’s significant and growing status as one of our nation’s leading universities.